NEW, Improved, fast-installing antimicrobial molded undersink safety covers for ADA accessibility compliance

Since 1990, we at TRUEBRO, INC. have concentrated our efforts on "Making America Accessible" by creating products that address ADA-mandated undersink wheelchair accessibility.

Specifying TRUEBRO is your assurance of protecting people with disabilities while providing quality, durability, and improved aesthetics.

New Lav Guard® 2-E-Z Series provides the durable, attractive protection Lav Guard® is famous for. Now, built-in E-Z Grip fasteners and internal E-Z Tear-To-Fit trimming feature eliminate the need for tools, and provide for a clean, tamper-resistant, super-fast professional installation.
Features and Benefits:

New, improved E-Z series makes installation super-fast
• New E-Z Tear-To-Fit feature makes trimming super-fast and contractor-friendly—no tools required!
• New E-Z Grip built-in fasteners are quick, strong, and reusable.
• New universal design fits more P-traps and thumb wings on plastic compression nuts.

LAV GUARD 2 E-Z series installs in just 2 easy steps:

1. Tear-To-Fit on internal, dimensioned tear lines for quick, clean, accurate trimming to fit virtually any piping configuration. Covers flex to install over pipes.
2. Press seams together at finger recesses to engage E-Z Grip internal fasteners for a secure, safe, tamper-resistant installation. To remove cover, firmly pull seam apart using a strong grip. To reinstall, press seams back together.

Strict code compliance minimizes risk.

LAV GUARD 2 complies with: ADA article 4.19.4, CABO/ANS 4.20.4, UPC, IPC, ICC, Canada Barrier-Free Code.

Specifications:

Material: Soft, resilient molded vinyl
Watt: 180° constant with internal ribs
Durometer: 70-80 — Shore A
UV Protection: Will not fade or change color
Durability: Virtually indestructible
Trimming (E-Z Series): Internal E-Z Tear-To-Fit trim feature
Fasteners (E-Z Series): Internal E-Z Grip fasteners, reusable
Color: China white
Compatibility: #100 E-Z Series — fits all 1-1/4" or 1-1/2" cast brass or tubular P-trap assemblies and 3/8" or 1/2" offset angle stop assemblies
Compatibility: #400 Series — fits all 1-1/2" scheduled 40 plastic P-traps
Paintability: Apply latex paint
Burning Characteristics: ASTM E-655 Self extinguished 0 sec (ATB) mm (AEB)
Bacterial/Fungal Resistance: ASTM G21 and G22 — Result: 0 growth
Maintenance: Wipe clean using common detergents

Models Available

#499 E-Z: one angle valve and supply cover
#109 E-Z & #400W*: one P-trap cover, one angle valve and supply cover
#102 E-Z & #402W*: one P-trap cover, two angle valves and supply covers
#103 E-Z: one P-trap cover, two angle valves and supply covers, one 5" offset tailpiece wheelchair strainer cover

Accessories:

#105 E-Z: one 5" offset tailpiece wheelchair strainer assembly
#105-K: Kohler® 6" offset
#106 E-Z: one basket strainer cover and offset waste cover (adjustable to 18")
#107 E-Z: two basket strainer covers and center or end outlet waste cover (adjustable)

Extensions:

#EX100 E-Z: one 10" extension for drain waste arm or tailpiece
#4EX99 E-Z: one 10" extension for water supply

Suggested Specification:

ADA-conforming, wheelchair accessible lavatory P-trap and angle valve assemblies shall be covered with white, molded, antimicrobial TRUEBRO, INC. LAV GUARD 2 undersink pipe covers. Cover shall have internal, E-Z Tear-To-Fit trim feature for square, clean trimming—internal ribs—and built-in, concealed E-Z Grip fasteners (no cable-tie fasteners allowed). Model: #103 E-Z

 Accessories: #100 E-Z & #400W* series for schedule 40 plastic P-traps
 Accessories: #100 E-Z series for tubular P-traps
 Accessories: #100 E-Z series for cast brass P-traps
 Accessories: #107 E-Z & #402W* series for schedule 40 plastic P-traps
 Accessories: #107 E-Z series for tubular P-traps
 Accessories: #107 E-Z series for cast brass P-traps

Finished in China white:

#101 E-Z & #401W*: one P-trap cover, one angle valve and supply cover
#102 E-Z & #402W*: one P-trap cover, two angle valves and supply covers, one 5" offset tailpiece wheelchair strainer cover

NOTE: *All #400 series items are the “original” LAVGUARD® design and construction. Specifications may change without notice.